Monday, November 10, 2008

10:00 a.m., Derek Vollmer, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Thesis Defense—“Initial Testing of Actuated Signal Controllers for NTCIP Compliance.” Major Professor, Leonard Tung. Defense to be held in CEB, room 329A.

Wednesday, November 12, 2008

2:00 p.m., Lora Rose Hunter, Department of Psychology, Thesis Defense—“Panic symptoms and anxiety sensitivity in African Americans.” Major Professor, Norman B. Schmidt. Defense to be held in PDB, room A026.

Friday, November 14, 2008

10:00 a.m., Stephen Banister, Department of Geology, Thesis Defense—“Geomorphologic Change Since the Early Holocene in Apalachicola Bay, Florida.” Major Professor, Joseph F. Donoghue. Defense to be held in CAR, room 104.